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SECRET STATE 279373

NODIS
USIAEA

E.O. 11652: KGUS-1

TAGS: PARM, TECH, IAEA, PK

SUBJECT: IAEA SAFEGUARDS IN PAKISTAN

1. RECENT ACTIONS BY PAKISTAN HAVE GENERATED CONCERN AT
HIGHEST USG LEVELS REGARDING THE INTENTIONS OF THAT
GOVERNMENT IN ITS ATOMIC ENERGY ACTIVITIES. DR. NYE HAD
AN OPPORTUNITY RECENTLY TO DISCUSS WITH IAEA DIRECTOR
GENERAL EKLUND SOME ASPECTS OF OUR CONCERN. AT THAT TIME,
EKLUND INDICATED THAT HE HAD WRITTEN OR WOULD WRITE TO
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MUNIR KHAN, CHAIRMAN OF PAEC, ASKING FOR AN EXPLANATION OF A RECENT STATEMENT BY BHUTTO CONCERNING STEPS HIS REGIME HAD TAKEN TO PREPARE FOR THE MANUFACTURE OF NUCLEAR WEAPONS.

2. WE WOULD BE INTERESTED IN LEARNING THE CONTENTS OF EKULND'S LETTER TO KHAN AND OF ANY RESPONSE.

3. IN ADDITION, THE MISSION SHOULD DISCREETLY CONVEY TO THE IAEA SECRETARIAT AT AN APPROPRIATE LEVEL (E.G., EKULND OR ASSISTANT DIRECTOR GENERAL FISCHER) THAT, IN CARRYING OUT ITS SAFEGUARDS ACTIVITIES IN PAKISTAN, ITS INSPECTORS WOULD BE WELL ADVISED TO BE PARTICULARLY SENSITIVE FOR ANY QUESTIONABLE USE OF FACILITIES OR DISPOSITION OF SAFEGUARDED MATERIAL, ESPECIALLY AT KANUPP, AND ANY ACTIVITIES IN HOT CELLS (PERHAPS NEWLY CONSTRUCTED) AT PINTSTEC INVOLVING MATERIAL REQUIRED TO BE SAFEGUARDED BY IAEA. CHRISTOPHER
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